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1. Legal Quotes
"This is what has to be remembered about the law: beneath that cold, harsh, impersonal exterior beats a
cold, harsh, impersonal heart." [David Frost]
“A lawyer is never entirely comfortable with a friendly divorce, any more than a good mortician wants to
finish his job and then have the patient sit up on the table." [Jean Kerr]
"We all know here that the law is the most powerful of schools for the imagination. No poet ever
interpreted nature as freely as a lawyer interprets the truth." [Jean Giraudoux]
2. Legal short
Three friends - a surgeon, an engineer, and a lawyer - were discussing which of their professions was the
oldest. The surgeon said "Eve was created from Adam's rib - a surgical procedure." The engineer replied:
"before Adam and Eve, order was created out of chaos, and that was an engineering job." The lawyer
said, "Yes, but who do you suppose created the chaos?"
3. Inspiring quotes
"Talent is born in silence, but character is born in the struggles of life. " [unknown]
"There is only one success - to be able to spend your life in your own way." [Christopher Morley]
"The only time "success" comes before "work" is in the dictionary." [Harvey Specter, Suits]
4. Buy-to-let market slowing down dramatically
(based on an article by Magnus Heystek in Moneyweb)
At the peak of the property market in 2008 (before the world economic crunch hit us), according to FNB,
almost 25% of all residential property sales in South Africa were in the Buy-to-let (“BTL”) category.
BTL purchases are now below 6%.
There are various reasons for this:
1.Banks are now more circumspect in granting 100% bonds for BTL purposes;
2.The residential property market has declined by about 20% in real terms since 2008 and the
outlook for the residential property market, with the exception of the Western Cape, remains
negative;
3.Increased costs of maintaining properties and higher imposts (rates, taxes, water and sewerage);
4.The Consumer Protection Act gives greater protection now to tenants than landlords; and
5.Increased risk of tenants defaulting on rental payments.
The Rental Monitor (Q4 2015) report, on credit bureau Tenant Profile Network’s website makes for
sobering reading for existing or potential BTL investors.
The report focuses on one key determination of the BTL equation: the tenant. How much is he/she
paying, is this amount rising every year and is your tenant paying on time?
Herewith a few aspects regarding timing of payments:






69% of renters pay their rent on time
Of the remaining 31%, 11% paid late
5% were given a grace period
5% did not pay

This alone should make you think twice about considering a BTL as an investment. You have over 30%
chance of your rent being late or not being paid (whilst remaining responsible for monthly
bond repayments, rates and taxes, insurance and other costs).
With the exception of the Western Cape, rental growth has been slowing for almost three years
and in some parts of the country has gone hugely negative. Apart from Mmusi Maimane country down
south (last month the FNB Property Barometer showed a 12% year-on- year price growth measured over

10 years in the Western Cape, which is almost twice the national average of R6.8%), property prices
and property rentals are not rising, but costs and the hassle factors are.
Unless the current trend doesn’t reverse, the BTL market could soon find itself in a negative equity
situation (where the realisable value of the property is less than the outstanding bond on the property).
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